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Tom Rowles PhD
Senior Executive Editor
BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine

Dear Dr. Rowles,

This is in response to e-mail dated 08 Feb 2014, and sent by Julie Anne Magtira On behalf of Mr. James Ellis Prozenko, Journal Editorial Office. It appears there was a communication gap as it has taken 4 weeks to communicate the Editor’s requested revision of this manuscript since on 07 January 2014. We appreciate the efforts of the editorial office towards improving the quality of written English of our manuscript. We have attempted to comply with suggested revision and we are glad to inform you that the manuscript was language proofread by an Australian scientist and an American research assistant. We hope you would find the submitted revised manuscript suitable for publication in BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine.

All comments received during this submission would be taken into consideration in our future submissions to BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine.

We once again thank the editorial office and look forward to final acceptance of our manuscript.

Best regards,

Alsemari